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The Believer and Essential LoveThe Believer and Essential Love

Knowledge

Will Pass Away

If I speak in the tongues of men and
of angels, but have not love, I am only a
resounding gong or a clanging cymbal.

If I have the gift of prophecy and can
fathom all mysteries and all knowledge, and if
I have a faith that can move mountains, but

have not love, I am nothing.

If I give all I possess to the poor and
surrender my body to the flames,
but have not love, I gain nothing.

Love is patient, love is kind. It does not envy,
it does not boast, it is not proud.

It is not rude, it is not self-seeking, it is not easily
angered, it keeps no record of wrongs.

Love does not delight in evil but
rejoices with the truth.

It always protects, always trusts,
always hopes, always perseveres.

Love never fails.

But where there are prophecies, they will cease;
where there are tongues, they will be stilled;
where there is knowledge, it will pass away.

For we know in part and we prophesy
in part, but when perfection comes,

the imperfect disappears.

When I was a child, I talked like a child,
I thought like a child, I reasoned like a child.

When I became a man,
I put childish ways behind me.

Now we see but a poor reflection as in a mirror;
then we shall see face to face.

Now I know in part; then I shall know fully,
even as I am fully known.

And now these three remain:
faith, hope and love.

But the greatest of these is love.
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Patient • Kind • Rejoices with the Truth
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Analogy:
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Child
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Believers Now

Thinks Like a Child

Reasons Like a Child
MAN

or

Believers Then

A man
leaves childish

ways behind him.
In effect, the child

disappears.

We are incomplete, not having full knowledge
of ourselves or Christ. Living by FAITH, we see only

a poor reflection of our completion.

We will have full knowledge of Christ
and ourselves even as Christ sees us now. As our HOPE

comes to fruition, we take hold of our reward.

faith
Our present belief —Our future reality

hope
What we know now—What we will have then

LOVE
The unchanging perfection of Jesus Christ,

the most necessary element for our completion.
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Three Things Remain…

Jesus
Christ

ALWAYS

IS NOT

NEVER FAILS

Protects • Trusts • Hopes • Perseveres

The Greatest of These is
Love

The Love of Jesus Christ is Essential in Every Equation of Your Life!

Words of Human
and Angelic Wisdom

Gift of
Prophecy

Love

Give All Possessions
To The Poor

Therefore

THESE WILL FAIL

Tongues

Will Be Stilled

Prophecies

Will Cease

NOISE

NOTHING
GAINED

NOTHING

Love

Love

Give Up
My Very Life

Fathom All Mysteries
& All Knowledge

Faith That Can
Move Mountains
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Jesus Christ
His return
for us is

our coming
perfection


